
Viola AUDITIONS 

PORTUGUESE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

REGULATIONS

1. These auditons are open to candidates with the following requirements:

1.1 Over 18 years old;

1.2  A music degree corresponding to the positon they are auditoning for.

2. The selecton of candidates will be held on the Salão Nobre of Teatro Nacional de São

Carlos (TNSC), Rua Serpa Pinto, No 9, in Lisbon, on March 2nd 2015.

3. The panel will consist of:

a) Member of the OPArt’ s Board;

b) PSO Chief Conductor;

c) PSO Concermaster or one of its Sub-Concertmasters;

d) PSO String Leaders;

e) Percussion Leader;

f) One member of the PSO Commitee (non-votng).

4. The frst selecton of applicants will be based on their curriculum vitae. 

5. The auditon will consist in a frst round held behind curtain. The candidates will be

asked to perform the works chosen by the panel;

6. The chosen candidates will again be asked to perform in plain sight the works chosen by

the panel.

7. If the panel selects only one candidate presentng all the requirements for the positon,

he will be ofered the following terms:
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7.1. The best candidate will be ofered a 3 year contract including a 6 months trial

period in accordance with the terms introduced by Law Decree No 4/2008;

7.2. Previous to the conclusion of the 6 month contract, the OPArt’s Board will decide

whether to renew or not the contract considering for this purpose the ofcial assessment

of the Principal Conductor and the Concertmaster or the Viola Leader.

8. In case of high level artstc skills demonstrated by 2 (two) or 3 (three) candidates,

the selecton will proceed as follows:

8.1 The panel will recommend the Board to ofer the best candidates based on

their proven artstc abilites and skills a 6 month contract in accordance with Law

Decree No 4/2008.

8.2. Once the 6 month contract ends and considering that the panel establishes that

one of the candidates meets the required artstc abilites for the positon, it will

recommend the Board a 3 year contract;

8.3. The OPArt will then ofer the chosen candidate a 3 year contract with no trial

period as introduced by the terms of Law Decree No 4/2008.

8.4. The panel may stll decide that more than one of these candidates meets the

artstc skills to fll the positon. Should then organizing them hierarchically according

the classifcaton obtained. To the best candidate will be ofered a contract according

to the preceding paragraphs getng the admission of remaining subject to possible

further need.

8.5.  The auditons results will be valid for one year.

9. There will be no appeal to the decision of the panel. 
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We ofer 27.732, 08€ salary per year (net) and legal subsidies.

The formal contract will be signed only afer the State Secretary of Culture and the

Ministry of Finance ofcially grants its authorizaton.
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